Suppose that a given proposition does not follow from a knowledge base encoded in propositional logic. This can be checked by adding the proposition's denial to the knowledge base and verifying that the resulting set of propositions is satis able. We wish to determine whether the proposition follows when the knowledge base is augmented by one or more new propositions. Rather than re-solve the satis ability problem from scratch, we propose to use information gained while solving the original problem, so as to speed the solution of the new problem.
We therefore address the incremental satis ability problem of propositional logic: given that a set S of propositional clauses is satis able, check whether S f Cg is satis able for a given clause C. Our investigation was occasioned by e orts to solve logic circuit veri cation problems 6], but it has application whenever one wishes to check again for logical inferences after enlarging a propositional knowledge base. It also plays a critical role in the solution of inference problems in rst-order predicate logic 4, 7 ] .
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Our approach is rst to solve the original satis ability problem with the classical Davis-Putnam-Loveland (DPL) algorithm 1, 3 , 9 , 1 1 , 1 2 ] . We then solve the incremented problem with a modi ed DPL algorithm that takes advantage of the information in the data structure generated during the solution of the original problem. We c hoose DPL because, as has been reported elsewhere 2, 5, 10], it is quite competitive with more recent algorithms when it is properly implemented, and it has the advantage of simplicity. But satis ability algorithms other than DPL can be modi ed in similar fashion.
The superior performance of our DPL implementation relies critically on the use of an intelligent branching rule (that of Jeroslow and Wang) and an e cient data structure for reconstructing the problem at a node after backtracking. The data structure is straightforward, but since it has not been described elsewhere, we will provide a detailed statement o f t h e implementation of DPL we h a ve found to be very e cient. We conclude by reporting computational tests that demonstrate the advantage of our approach.
The incremental satis ability problem is clearly NP-complete, because one can solve a classical satis ability problem on m clauses by solving at most m incremental problems.
1 The DPL Algorithm If x j denotes an atomic proposition, then x j and its denial :x j are literals.
A clause is a nontautologous disjunction of distinct literals. A set of clauses is satis able if some assignment of truth values to atomic propositions makes all of the clauses true. An empty clause contains no literals and is necessarily false.
The DPL algorithm makes essential use of the unit resolution procedure, also known as forward chaining. Unit resolution is sound but, unlike DPL, incomplete. The procedure is applied to a given set S of clauses as follows. Look for a unit clause (a clause containing just one literal`) i n S, a n d
x the value of`to true. Remove all clauses from S containing`and all occurrences of`'s negation from the remaining clauses, and repeat. The procedure terminates when S is empty (indicating that the given clause set is satis able) or S contains an empty clause (indicating that the given set is unsatis able)|or, if neither of these occurs, when S contains no unit clause (in which case the satis ability issue is unsettled). An empty clause is obtained when a literal is removed from a unit clause. The DPL procedure searches a binary tree with the following structure. Every node of the tree is associated with a set of clauses, and the root node is associated with the set S to be checked for satis ability. and is set to false if it is negated in every occurrence.) DPL normally traverses the tree depth-rst, since this requires that fewer nodes be kept in storage at any one time (namely, those along a path from the current node to the root). Traversal begins at the root node. At a n y The rationale is that w(S 00 j v ) estimates the probability that a random truth assignment will falsify one of the clauses eliminated when one branches on x j . Thus by maximizing w(S 00 j v ) w e also maximize the probability that a random truth assignment will satisfy all of the remaining clauses.
This can lead to a satisfying solution earlier in the search process, if S is satis able. Conversely, i f S is unsatis able, then xing the value of literals in short clauses tend to generate more unit clauses and therefore to allow unit resolution to detect inconsistency more quickly.
When backtracking to a node, we m ust restore the clause set S 0 corresponding to that node. One option is to store the problem associated with every unfathomed node, but this may require excessive storage. Another option is to store only the original problem set S, add to S all the branch cuts between the current node and the root, and perform unit resolution on the resulting set to obtain S 0 . But this is quite time consuming. A better alternative i s t o m a i n tain for each clause i the highest level a i , in the path from the root to the current node, at which the clause is still in S 0 (the root is level 1). We also maintain for each v ariable x j the highest level b i at which the x j still occurs in S 0 . A v ariable that is no longer in S 0 at level k may h a ve been removed for either of two reasons: its value was xed by unit resolution, or all the clauses containing it were removed by unit resolution (or both).
In the accompanying statement of the DPL procedure (Algorithm 1),
we let L k be the branch cut added to obtain the left child of the node last visited at level k and R k the cut added to obtain the right c hild, with R k = 0 if no right c hild has been generated. T contains the variables xed to true at the current node, and F those xed to false. If a solution is found, it is recovered by s e t t i n g t h e v ariables currently in T to true and those in F to false each of the remaining variables may be set to either true or false. We use a procedure UPDATE to keep track of the clause set associated with the current node, and a procedure RESTORE to restore the problem associated with the current node. The algorithm is written in pseudo-Pascal, so that no procedure (except DPL) is executed unless called by a subsequent procedure. Execution therefore starts at the Begin statement f o l l o wing the end of the BUILD TREE procedure.
Our 
An Incremental DPL Algorithm
Consider the search tree that the above DPL algorithm generates when testing S for satis ability. When we a d d a n e w c l a u s e C to S, the clause set S 0 associated with any fathomed node of this tree remains unsatis able. So, there is no point in looking again at any part of the tree already generated, except the path from the root to the last node examined. We simply continue to build the tree, beginning at an appropriate point along this path, and keeping in mind that C must also be satis ed. We m ust also update the data structure to show at what unfathomed nodes C remains in the problem.
More precisely, w h e n w e initially determine that S is satis able, we s a ve the data structure by s a ving the numbers a i , b j , t h e s e t s T, F, t h e c u t s L k , R k , and the level k in the search tree at which the search terminates. Then to test S f Cg for satis ability, w e rst check whether the variables xed at level k satisfy or falsify C. I f t h e y s a t i s f y C, w e note that S f Cg is satis able and quit. If they falsify C, w e b a c ktrack, along the path from the current node to the root, to the node at which C is rst falsi ed, and resume the DPL algorithm at that point. If the xed variables leave the truth value of C undetermined, we branch on one of the variables in C (unless only one variable in C is un xed, in which c a s e w e simply x its value.) We then note that S f Cg is satis able and quit. In all of these cases, we u p d a t e t h e data structure to indicate at which n o d e C is eliminated from the problem.
In Algorithm 2, which is a statement incremental DPL, k 0 is the level, along the path from the root to the current node, at which C is rst falsi ed (if at all), and k 1 the level at which it is rst satis ed (if at all). The algorithm can be applied repeatedly as new clauses are added.
Computational Results
Algorithms 1 and 2 were tested on part of a collection of satis ability problems assembled by F. J. Radermacher 10, 13] for establishing benchmarks. We s o l v ed the rst two problems from each of 14 groups of problems, and the results appear in Table 1 . Problem groups ulmxxxr0, ulmxxxr1 and ulmxxxr2 encode systems of linear equations modulo 2. Groups real1x12 and real2x12 are stuck-at-zero problems in VLSI design. Groups jnhx, jnh2xx and jnh3xx are random problems intentionally generated with parameters set to yield hard problems. Groups ulmbcxxx, ulmbpxxx and ulmbsxxx are chessboard problems. Group twoinvrx consists of logic circuit construction problems, group holex of pigeon hole problems, and group nodxcolx of graph coloring problems. Table 1 shows the number n of atomic propositions in each problem. A more detailed description of the problems can be found in 2, 10, 13].
For each problem, the order of clauses was randomized, and a subproblem consisting of clauses 1 : : : kof the original problem was solved for each k = 1 : : : m . When the original problem is satis able, m is the number of clauses in the problem, and otherwise m is the number of clauses that had been added when the subproblem rst became unsatis able. The series of subproblems was solved once by solving each subproblem from scratch using the DPL algorithm stated above (the results are marked DPL in Table  1) . The subproblems were then re-solved by repeated application of the incremental DPL algorithm (results marked IDPL). Table 1 The incremental algorithm is substantially faster for 22 out of 28 problems. In at least half the problems, incremental DPL solved all the subproblems in about the same time it took DPL to solve only the last subproblem.
When choosing a variable on which t o b r a n c h, DPL can apply the Jeroslow-Branching rule to the entire problem, whereas incremental DPL can look only at the clauses that have been added so far. One might therefore expect incremental DPL to use a less e cient branching order than DPL, and this could o set its advantage of using the search tree accumulated in prior solutions. But as we noted, this happened for only 6 of the 28 problems. In fact one would not expect incremental DPL to perform well on at least two of the six, namely the pigeon hole problems, since for these the subproblems are quite easy until the very last clause is added. Incremental DPL can also result in more e cient branching order than DPL, since for three of the test problems, incremental DPL takes less time to solve all the incremental problems than DPL takes to solve the last one only. 
